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Melt-Profiler TM VII System

Melt-ProfilerTM Concept
The process of Molding has changed considerably over the last decade relative to the microprocessor speeds of the
Machines, use of servo valves, the implementation of electric injection and screw drives, expanded use of hot runner
systems, more complicated molds, more demanding part applications and the proliferation of new Polymers. There
has also been a considerable amount of work done on the best way to inject the polymer into the mold and more use
of in-cavity sensors to control and or monitor the movement of the screw ram. The Temp-SenseTM Melt-ProfilerTM
system is a PC based Software system that uses a unique micro-bead melt sensor that indicates the Mass displacement
during Injection Forward and a Thermal Viscosity Solids-Melt interface data set during Screw Recovery for a
comprehensive “LOOK” at the state of the polymer, promising 100% product verification. It’s as simple as 1,2,3!

Temp-SenseTM Sensor
The Temp-SenseTM Melt Sensor reads the Temperature that the Bead is exposed to as a result of reading the voltage
generated from the bead dissimilar metals. Since Heat and Mechanical Work are mutually interchangeable as defined
by the Thermodynamic relationships of P-V-T and calorimetric data, we can calculate the amount of Work that is
applied to the Polymer each Cycle and determine the Mass Displacement for each Shot by applying the equation for
Enthalpy; ∆ H = ∆T (cp) (T1 + T2) It’s time to see what you are doing to the polymer!
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Melt-Profiler TM Operation
Melt–Profiler TM requires very few operator inputs and we have designed a simple but comprehensive set of parameters
that can be used to improve your Processing IQ. By simply Installing a Temp-SenseTM Nozzle Sensor Fig. a, and providing
a 3-32V DC signal from the molding machine on “Injection Forward” your Processing IQ can increase exponentially! There
are Four primary metrics that we are revealing that determine the “State of the Polymer” and should be monitored.

1. Viscosity Rise Integral (Vr)
2. Maximum (Te)
3. Power Factor (Pf)
3. Melt Preparation-Screw Recovery
Viscosity Rise Integral
Viscosity rise Integral (Vr) is the Slope from
Trigger to Maximum Te which occurs over Time
and reflects Mass displacement from the Cylinder
to the Mold. Mass displacement knowledge has
been the missing link since the inception of the
reciprocating screw IMM and why repeatable
movements of the Injection Unit do not necessarily
lead to consistent molded part quality. Calculation of the
amount of mass that was displaced into the mold is done
by integrating the Thermal, Kinetic and Caloric values
obtained from our sensor.
By comparison, the existing controls on the IMM reveal a
start position and an end position and assume a
volumetric exchange during Injection. However because
of a mechanical deficiency in the closing consistency of the
NRV as well as the practice of using decompression after
Plasticating where the melt continues to flow from the
screw channel into the space in front of the screw that is
at a lower pressure, the result is a different boundary
condition. Finally, whether variations in the quantity of
melt are caused by continuing polymer flow or by leakage
losses during the closing of the non-return valve, the effect
is the same:

Total Thermal Profile Displaying Four Cycles

During injection, the curve of specific injection pressure is
shifted and the different filling levels lead to different pressure
values at the switchover point. A second significant reason for
process variations are changes in polymer viscosity that are
mostly based on batch and moisture variations as well as poor
melt homogeneity derived from the plasticating screw; after
there is a considerable difference in shear and residence time
between the first pellet and last pellet to enter the screw

Maximum Te
Maximum Te is the Maximum Temp-SenseTM output during
the Fill, and Pack phase of the cycle. It is important to note
that Max Te can change over time but there is a point where
a “Bad” part will be produced so this metric is important to
monitor.
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Power Factor Integral (Pf)
Our Power Factor Integral (Pf) captures a large portion of the
thermal energy exerted during the fill, pack, hold and cooling
portion of the cycle. We have designed the Math Model to be
able to capture as much data as the thermal cycle allows with
an adjustable integrator based upon a percentage of the
Maximum Te Value. Like the Viscosity Rise Integral Vr,
Volumetric Mass Density thermal data is captured to compare
the actual Mass displacement from one shot to the other. The
ability to calculate Both Vr and Pf thermal mass data will allow
the technician to choose which data set is more robust for the
Mold and Application to determine upper-lower alarm settings.

Melt Preparation-Screw Recovery
The Sum Total Thermal-Kinetic-Caloric Energy used during screw recovery is displayed each shot for review. Upon screw
rotation, the IMM delivers the power necessary to rotate the screw at the rpm desired. The power necessary is a derivative of
the efficiency of the Plasticating screw to convey, melt and homogenize the plastic pellets and the Viscosity of the Polymeric
material. Since the Sensor is placed downstream of the Plasticating screw, the Temp-SenseTM output includes the melt pool,
melted portion along the flight channel and solids-melt interface that provides solids pressure to the advancing melt. The
fixed geometry of the plasticating screw and screw tip (NRV) as well as the operator controls such as heater band settings,
screw speed, back pressure and melt decompression determine the viscosity and level of homogenization of the melt pool.
Upon use of our equipment it will become apparent that the process is either stable and consistent, able to work within the
recommended temperature range of the material or “erratic”. In addition Viscosity Shear Rate tests can be performed using
the specific material, shot size and cycle time to determine the capacity of the Injection Unit to deliver a Viscosity adequate for
a robust process. If the Melt Preparation phase of the process is inadequate then it will be necessary to look at a replacement
screw more suited for the materials being processed.
Posi-MeltTM “XLA” Mixing Screw

Increase your Processing IQ
We are Bridging the Gap between the Machine and the Polymer by giving you a “Look” Inside of the Barrel and Mold
Cavity with a direct one-to-one Melt Temperature Reading. The Temp-SenseTM Melt-Profiler can increase your IQ by;
I.

Direct contact with the Polymer through the Nozzle or End Cap by placing the “Bead” tangent with the ID, displaying
the Total Thermal Energy imparted to the Polymer via the Machine Controls, Screw Drive, Heater Bands etc.

II. Direct Contact with the Polymer in the Cavity by placing the “Bead” flush with the mold surface. The Sensor can be
placed virtually anywhere in the cavity (Ejector Pin, Core Pin, Cavity Block, Slides) and on the outside of the cavity
via our Temp-SenseTM Vent Sensor.
III. Unprecedented Viscosity Rise (Vr) and Power Factor (Pf) Integrals during Mold Fill and Pack for a precise evaluation
of the Mass displacement of the Polymer during this critical phase of the operation.
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Melt ProfilerTM VII System Components
TM

The Melt Profiler

VII System Consists of:

I. Melt-Profiler VII Console/Box 10-3/8” x 6” x 4” Fig. b, (a) USB Powered (b) DC/DC SSR 3-32 VDC for accepting
Injection Forward signal from IMM (c) One Solid State Relay output for Alarm’s (d) USB Cable 7’ Long for connection to a
PC (customer supplied) (e) Melt-Profiler TM Software (f) One Temp-SenseTM Nozzle Sensor, (g) 4-Pair Multi-Pair TC
extension cable x 9’ long, (h) 4-wire over-braded cable for Inj. Input and SS Alarm output x 9’ long .

II. Your Company will have to supply an 3-32V DC input signal from the molding machine “Injection Forward Signal”, a
Dedicated PC with Windows Operating System, Machining of a TC hole in your Nozzle Body or End Cap (Fig. c), and a
desire to increase your Processing IQ to produce perfect parts.

III. The file management portion of our software allows the operator to pick the folder for storage, label the Production
Run/Mold and each cycle is saved as a .csv file and time stamped for retrieval and further viewing in an Excel sheet or
chart recorder for 100% traceability.

Fig. c

Fig. b

The Temp-SenseTM Sensor(s) and Melt-ProfilerTM Software System delivers an unprecedented
ability to determine Good-Bad part production by calculating the Volumetric Mass Density
displacement during Injection fill and displaying the Screw Recovery Viscosity template for a
distinct LOOK inside the barrel. We are attempting to Bridge the Gap between the injection
molding machine-Polymer-Technician. Give us a call to see how we can improve your
productivity!
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